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                                Preface 
JGRG is a series of annual workshops held in Japan since 1991. The workshop covers a wide 

area of research related to general relativity and gravitation. Over the past 3 decades, there have 
been a host of new observational discoveries. This includes the SDSS and 2dF galaxy surveys 
started from 1990’s, CMB temperature anisotropies found by COBE (1992), discovery of late-
time cosmic acceleration (1998), precise measurements of CMB temperature anisotropies by 
WMAP (2003) and Planck (2013), detection of baryon acoustic oscillations (2005), detections 
of gravitational waves from black hole binaries (2015) and neutron star binaries (2017), and 
observation of black hole shadows (2019).  
In such a golden era for cosmology, it is our pleasure to have organized the 30-th workshop of 

general relativity and cosmology in Japan. The host of JGRG30 Waseda University, but it was  
held as a full online conference due to the COVID-19 problem. Even with this restriction, we 
could have a very exciting workshop through active interactions among participants. 
 We had 10 invited lectures, including Ana Achucarro (University of Leiden), Vitor Cardoso 
(Instituto Superior Tecnico), Edmund Copeland (University of Nottingham), Yu-tin Huang 
(Taiwan National University), Kenta Kiuchi (Max Planck Institute), Krishnendu Naderi Varium 
(Max Planck Institute), Ilia Musco (La Sapienza, University of Rome), Hiranya Peiris (University 
College London), Hisaaki Shinkai (Osaka Institute of Technology), Mark Trodden (University of 
Pennsylvania). We also had 119 contributed talks and 25 poster presentations. The total number 
of participants was 334. 
 JGRG was hosted by Department of physics, Waseda University, and Waseda Institute of 
Advanced study (WIAS). The workshop was supported by MEXT Grant-in-Aid for Scientific 
Research on Innovative Areas (Gravitational wave physics and astronomy: Genesis 17H06357, 
PI: Takahiro Tanaka; New developments of gravity theory research in gravitational wave 
physics 17H06359, PI: Shinji Mukohyama) and Grant-in-aid for international symposiums 
(Waseda University). The Local Organizing Committee (LOC) includes Shinji Tsujikawa 
(Waseda U.) [Chair], Kei-ichi Maeda (Waseda U.), Shoichiro	Miyashita	(Waseda U.),	Sirachak	
Panpanich	(Waseda U.),	Seiga	Sato	(Waseda U.),	Shoichi	Yamada	(Waseda U.), Tomohiro	
Fujita	(WIAS),	Rampei	Kimura	(WIAS),	Hirotada	Okawa	(WIAS),	and	Masashi	Kimura	
(Rikkyo	Univ.). 
 We would like to thank all the participants for their participation and important contributions to 
JGRG30.  
        
                                    Shinji Tsujikawa (on behalf of the JGRG30 LOC) 



Presentation Award 
The JGRG presentation award program was established at the occasion of JGRG22 in 2012. 

This year, we are pleased to announce the following six winners of the Outstanding 

Presentation Award for their excellent presentations at JGRG30. The winners were selected 

by the selection committee consisting of the JGRG30 SOC based on ballots of the participants. 

 

 

Youka Kaku (Nagoya University) 

“Quantum gravity witness using the quantum clock” (Oral) 

 

Jun’ya Kume (RESCEU, Tokyo University) 

“Gravitational birefringence in the primordial chiral plasma” (Oral) 

 

Hidetoshi Omiya (Kyoto University) 

“Adiabatic evolution of the strongly self-interacting axion cloud” 

(Oral) 

 

Lucas Pinol (IFT Madrid) 

“The non-linear Universe as a particle detector” (Oral) 

 

Kazufumi Takahashi (YITP, Kyoto University) 

“Perturbations of stealth black holes in modified gravity” (Oral) 

 

Minxi He (KEK) 

“Reheating Process in Mixed Higgs-R^2 Model” (Poster) 
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JGRG30 Program (Waseda University, Tokyo) 

• Outstanding presentation awards: those who are eligible are marked with an asterisk (*). 
• This program is based on Japanese standard time (JST) = GMT+9.  

 

  

6 Dec (Mon) 7 Dec (Tue) 8 Dec (Wed) 9 Dec (Thu) 10 Dec (Fri)
9:00 Opening Parallel Session Invited talk Parallel Session Invited talk

Invited talk B1a & B1b Hisaaki Shinkai D1a & D1b Yu-tin Huang
Mark Trodden

Break Break
10:00 Short poster talks Parallel Session Session E

C1a & C1b
Break Break Break

Parallel Session Parallel Session Parallel Session
11:00 A1a & A1b B2a & B2b D2a & D2b

12:00 Lunch & poster Lunch & poster Lunch & poster Lunch & poster Awards & Closing

 
 

13:00

14:00 Coffee & Posters

Parallel Session Parallel Session Parallel Session
A2a & A2b B3a & B3b D3a & D3b

15:00

Parallel Session
C2a & C2b

16:00 Coffee & Posters Coffee & Posters Coffee & Posters

Break
17:00 Invited talk Invited talk Invited talk Invited talk

Ed Copeland Ana Achucarro Kenta Kiuchi Krishnendu Varium

Invited talk Invited talk Invited talk
18:00 Hiranya Peiris Ilia Musco Vitor Cardoso SOC Meeting

19:00 Online Banquet



 

9:00 ‒ 9:15 Opening Remark by Shinji Tsujikawa 

9:15 ‒ 10:00 Invited Talk (Chair : Shinji Mukohyama) 
  Mark Trodden 
  “Coupled Early Dark Energy” 

10:00 ‒ 10:30 Short Poster Talks 

10:30 ‒ 10:45 Break 

10:45 ‒ 12:00 Parallel Session A1 (A1a & A1b) 

12:00 ‒ 14:30 Lunch & Poster 

14:30 ‒ 16:00 Parallel Session A2 (A2a & A2b) 

16:00 ‒ 17:00 Coffee & Posters 

17:00 ‒ 17:45 Invited Talk (Chair : Tsutomu Kobayashi) 
  Ed Copeland 
  “Approaches to understanding dark energy” 

17:45 ‒ 18:30  Invited Talk (Chair : Koutarou Kyutoku) 
  Hiranya Peiris 
  “Survey Cosmology in the Multimessenger Era” 

 

-Parallel Session A1- 

Parallel Session (a) (Chair : Toshifumi Noumi) 

10:45 ‒ 12:00 [A1a1] *Akira Matsumura (Kyushu University) 
  Entanglement-free witness for non-classical gravity 

  [A1a2] *Youka Kaku (Nagoya University) 
  Quantum gravity witness using the quantum clock 

  [A1a3] Ar Rohim (Hiroshima University) 
  Gravitational quantum states of relativistic bouncing particles 

  [A1a4] *Daisuke Miki (Kyushu University)  
  Non-Gaussian entanglement in gravitating masses 

  [A1a5] Hing-Tong Cho (Tamkang University) 
  Quantum noise and stochastic force from gravitons  

 

Monday, December 6 
 



Parallel Session (b) (Chair : Ryo Saito) 

10:45 ‒ 12:00 [A1b1] *Jun'ya Kume (RESCEU, Univ. of Tokyo) 
  Gravitational birefringence in the primordial chiral plasma 

[A1b2] *Masaya Amo (YITP) 
Asymptotic behavior of null geodesics near future null infinity:  
Relationship to gravitational waves and curvature 

[A1b3] *Sota Sato (Kobe University) 
Positivity Bounds on Dark Photon Models 

  [A1b4] Shaoqi Hou (Wuhan University) 
  Asymptotic analysis of Chern-Simons modified gravity and its memory effects 

 

-Parallel Session A2- 

Parallel Session (a) (Chair : Daisuke Yamauchi) 

14:30 ‒ 16:00 [A2a1] Keisuke Nakashi (NIT, Kochi College) 
Stealth black hole perturbations in DHOST theories  

[A2a2] Yue Nan (Hiroshima University)  
Large-scale structure with inhomogeneneous dark energy 

[A2a3] *Yusuke Manita (Kyoto University) 
Linear growth of structure in Projected Massive Gravity 

[A2a4] *Prajwal Hassan Puttasiddappa (University of Heidelberg) 
Difficulties in reconciling Newtons Constant locally in Brans Dicke Cosmology 

[A2a5] *Luciano Petruzziello (University of Salerno & INFN - National Institute for Nuclear 
Physics) 
Quantum gravitational decoherence from minimal length scale 

[A2a6] *David Figueruelo (University of Salamanca) 
Momentum transfer in the dark sector and the role of $S_8$ 

Parallel Session (b) (Chair : Yuichiro Tada) 

14:30 ‒ 16:00 [A2b1] *Ryoto Inui (Nagoya University) 
LISA-consistency with primordial black holes as dark matter in light of the exponential tail 

[A2b2] Shi Pi (ITP, CAS) 
Primordial Black Holes in the curvaton scenario 

[A2b3] *Lakhdar Sek (University of Biskra-Algeria) 
dirac oscillator in noncommutative space 



[A2b4] Eugeny Babichev (IJCLab) 
Dark Matter via inverse phase transition and gravitational wave signal 

[A2b5] *Hilberto da Silva (Instituto de Astrofísica e Ciências do Espaço) 
Local Cosmic Strings in Hybrid metric-Palatini Gravity 

  [A2b6] *Keita Takizawa (Hirosaki University) 
  Gravitational lens equations in de-Sitter and anti-de Sitter backgrounds 

 

 

  



 

9:00 ‒ 10:30 Parallel Session B1 (B1a & B1b) 

10:30 ‒ 10:45 Break 

10:45 ‒ 12:00 Parallel Session B2 (B2a & B2b) 

12:00 ‒ 14:30 Lunch & Poster 

14:30 ‒ 16:00 Parallel Session B3 (B3a & B3b) 

16:00 ‒ 17:00 Coffee & Posters 

 

17:00 ‒ 17:45 Invited Talk (Chair : Masahide Yamaguchi) 
  Ana Achucarro 
  “A handmade tail, and other (multifield inflation) stories” 

17:45 ‒ 18:30  Invited Talk (Chair : Tomohiro Harada) 
  Ilia Musco 
  “Primordial Black Holes: formation and cosmological abundance” 

 

-Parallel Session B1- 

Parallel Session (a) (Chair : Atsushi Naruko) 

9:00 ‒ 10:30 [B1a1] *Tact Ikeda (Rikkyo Univ.) 
Generalized Proca in metric-affine formalism 

[B1a2] *Kota Numajiri (Nagoya University) 
Compact Star in General F(R) Gravity: Inevitable Degeneracy Problem and Non-Integer 
Power Correction 

[B1a3] *Norihiro Tanahashi (Chuo University) 
Invertibility conditions for field transformations with derivatives: toward extensions of 
disformal transformations 

[B1a4] *Daisuke Yoshida (Kobe University) 
Singularity theorem for non-singular universe 

[B1a5] *Yuichi Miyashita (Tokyo Institute of Technology) 
topological defects in nonlocal field theories 

[B1a6] *Katsuki Aoki (YITP) 
Positivity vs. Lorentz-violation 

 

Tuesday, December 7 
 



Parallel Session (b) (Chair : Shijun Yoshida) 

9:00 ‒ 10:30 [B1b1] *Taiga Miyachi (Kobe University) 
False vacuum decay in a two-dimensional black hole spacetime 

[B1b2] *Takuya Katagiri (Rikkyo university) 
The Aretakis constants and instability in general spherically symmetric extremal black hole 
spacetimes: higher multipole modes, late-time tails, and geometrical meanings 

[B1b3] *Yasutaka Koga (Nagoya University) 
Photon sphere and black hole shadow in Vaidya spacetime 

[B1b4] *Takahisa IGATA (High Energy Accelerator Research Organization) 
Retrograde periapsis shift due to extended matter distribution 

[B1b5] *Jinbo Yang (Kanazawa University) 
How well are trapping horizons for describing an evolving wormhole: Analytic example 

[B1b6] *Horng Sheng Chia (Institute for Advanced Study) [pre-recorded] 
Tidal Deformation and Dissipation of Rotating Black Holes 

 

-Parallel Session B2- 

Parallel Session (a) (Chair : Kohei Kamada) 

10:45 ‒ 12:00 [B2a1] *Chong-Bin Chen (Kobe University) 
Geometrical Destabilization of Multi-Scalar-Gauge Inflation 

[B2a2] *Yusuke Mikura (Nagoya University) 
On UV-completion of Palatini-Higgs inflation 

[B2a3] *Pengyuan Gao (Kobe University) 
Inflation with an SU(3) gauge field 

[B2a4] *Yukiyoshi Morishita (Nagoya Uni.) 
Mixed multi-inflaton and spectator field models: Implications to recent BICEP/Keck 2018 
result 

[B2a5] *Tomoaki Murata (Rikkyo University) 
A numerical study on initial conditions for axion-SU(2) inflation 

 

Parallel Session (b) (Chair : Keiju Murata) 

10:45 ‒ 12:00 [B2b1] *Kimihiro Nomura (Kobe University) 
Quasinormal modes of charged black holes with corrections from nonlinear electrodynamics 



[B2b2] *Naritaka Oshita (RIKEN, iTHEMS) 
On the ease of excitation of black hole overtones 

[B2b3] *Yuki Osawa (Nagoya university) 
Entanglement Structure of Analogous Black Hall 

[B2b4] *Takafumi Kokubu (Kavli IPMU) 
Confined Penrose process with charged particles 

[B2b5] *Jun Tsujimura (Nagoya University) 
Observing black holes through superconductors 

 

-Parallel Session B3- 

Parallel Session (a) (Chair : Ryo Namba) 

14:30 ‒ 16:00 [B3a1] *Mian Zhu (The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology) 
Alternative to inflation scenario from DHOST cosmology 

[B3a2] *Nils A. Nilsson (CQUeST/Sogang University) 
Spacetime symmetries in the early Universe 

[B3a3] *Sravan Kumar (Tokyo Institute of Technology) 
Conformal GUT inflation, Dark matter and Standard Model 

[B3a4] *Beatriz Elizaga Navascués (Waseda University) 
Relativistic vs. loop quantum effects in the primordial power spectrum 

[B3a5] *Lucas Pinol (IFT Madrid (UAM-CSIC)) 
The non-linear Universe as a particle detector 

[B3a6] *P. Jishnu Sai (Indian Institute of Science) 
On the primordial correlation of gravitons with gauge fields  

 

Parallel Session (b) (Chair : Norihiro Tanahashi) 

14:30 ‒ 16:00 [B3b1] Masashi Kimura (Rikkyo University) 
Metric Backreaction of the Blandford-Znajek Process 

[B3b2] *Daniele Gregoris (Jiangsu University of Science and Technology) 
Understanding Gravitational Entropy of Black Holes: A New Proposal via Curvature Invariants  

[B3b3] Chun-Hung Chen (The Institute for Fundamental Study, Naresuan University)  
On the Dolan-Ottewill method for solving quasinormal modes 

[B3b4] *Ratchaphat Nakarachinda (Naresuan university) 
Effective thermodynamical system of Schwarzschild‒de Sitter black holes from Renyi statistics 



[B3b5] *Emmanuel Frion (Helsinki Institute of Physics) [pre-recorded] 
Testing the Equivalence Principle with Black Hole Shadows and Photon Rings 

[B3b6] *Alejandro García-Quismondo (Institute for the Structure of Matter (IEM-CSIC)) 
Investigating an alternative Hamiltonian derivation of the Ashtekar-Olmedo-Singh black hole 
solution 

 

  



 

9:00 ‒ 9:45 Invited Talk (Chair : Takahiro Tanaka) 
  Hisaaki Shinkai 
  “LIGO-Virgo-KAGRA network for hunting gravitational waves” 

9:45 ‒ 10:00 Break 

10:00 ‒ 12:00 Parallel Session C1 (C1a & C1b) 

12:00 ‒ 15:30 Lunch & Poster 

15:30 ‒ 16:45 Parallel Session C2 (C2a & C2b) 

16:45 ‒ 17:00 Break 

17:00 ‒ 17:45 Invited Talk (Chair : Koutarou Kyutoku) 
Kenta Kiuchi 
“Recent progress of numerical relativity simulations of compact objects and its application to 
gravitational wave astrophysics” 

17:45 ‒ 18:30  Invited Talk (Chair : Chulmoon Yoo) 
  Vitor Cardoso 
  “Testing GR with GWs” 

19:00 -   Online Banquet 

 

-Parallel Session C1- 

Parallel Session (a) (Chair : Atsushi Nishizawa) 

10:00 ‒ 12:00 [C1a1] Anzhong Wang (Baylor University) 
Testing Gravitational Theories with Broken Lorentz Symmetry by Gravitational Wave 
Observations 

[C1a2] *Nami Uchikata (ICRR Univ. of Tokyo) 
Parameter estimation on superspinar binaries using gravitational waves  

[C1a3] *Tatsuya Narikawa (ICRR, The University of Tokyo) 
Gravitational-wave constraints on the GWTC-2 events by measuring the tidal deformability 
and the spin-induced quadrupole moment 

[C1a4] *PRITI GUPTA (KYOTO UNIVERSITY) 
Impact of tidal resonances in extreme-mass-ratio inspirals 

[C1a5] Norichika Sago (Kyoto University) 
Oscillations in the EMRI gravitational wave phase correction as a probe of reflective boundary 
of the central black hole 

Wednesday, December 8 
 



[C1a6] *Alejandro Torres-Orjuela (TianQin Center for Gravitational Physics) 
Detecting the motion of gravitational wave sources 

[C1a7] *Lu Yin (Sogang University) 
Gravitational waves from the vacuum decay with LISA 

[C1a8] *Yun Fang (Kavli Institute for Astronomy and Astrophysics, Peking University) 
Tests for the existence of horizon through gravitational waves from a small binary in the 
vicinity of a massive object 

 

Parallel Session (b) (Chair : Hayato Motohashi) 

10:00 ‒ 12:00 [C1b1] *Asuka Ito (Tokyo institute of technology) 
Effects of Earthʼs gravity on electron (muon) g-2 measurements 

[C1b2] *Kouki Kushihara (Graduate School of Mathematics, Nagoya University) 
Holographic Entanglement Entropy of deSitter Braneworld with Higher Curvature Terms 

[C1b3] Atsushi Naruko (CGP, YITP, Kyoto U)  
Axion Cloud Decay due to the Axion-photon Conversion with Background Magnetic Fields 

[C1b4] *Paul Martens (YITP, Kyoto University) 
Reheating after relaxation of large cosmological constant 

[C1b5] *Benliang Li (southwest jiaotong university) [pre-recorded] 
The Underlying Mechanisms of Time Dilation in Curved Space-Time  

[C1b6] Jia-Hui Huang (South China Normal University) [pre-recorded] 
Analytical study on superradiant stability of higher dimensional RN black holes 

[C1b7] *Shin'ichi Hirano (Nagoya University) 
Black holes in effective field theory extension of GR with parity violating terms and scalar field  

[C1b8] *Kazufumi Takahashi (YITP, Kyoto University) 
Perturbations of stealth black holes in modified gravity 

 

-Parallel Session C2- 

Parallel Session (a) (Chair : Tsutomu Kobayashi) 

15:30 ‒ 16:45 [C2a1] *Masroor Chandhanapparambil Pookkillath (Yukawa Institute for Theoretical Physics, 
Kyoto University) 
Minimal theory of massive gravity and constraints on the graviton mass  

[C2a2] *Reginald Christian Bernardo (Institute of Physics, Academia Sinica) 
Towards well-tempered dark energy and teleparallel gravity 



[C2a3] *Pheiroijam Suranjoy Singh (Bodoland University) 
Is the cosmic doomsday inevitable when the dark energy EoS parameter is less than -1? 

[C2a4] *Tiago Gonçalves (Institute of Astrophysics and Space Sciences, Faculty of Sciences 
of the University of Lisbon) 
Accelerated cosmological expansion in f(R,T) gravity 

[C2a5] *Ricardo Landim (Technical University of Munich) 
Fractional Dark Energy 

 

Parallel Session (b) (Chair : Teruaki Suyama) 

15:30 ‒ 16:45 [C2b1] * Kota Hayashi (YITP, Kyoto U.) 
General-relativistic neutrino-radiation magnetohydrodynamics simulations of black hole-
neutron star merger 

[C2b2] Tomohiro Harada (Rikkyo University)  
Spins of primordial black holes formed in the radiation-dominated phase of the universe: first-
order effect  

[C2b3] *Ying-li Zhang (Tongji University)  
The primordial power spectrum of curvature perturbations from the primordial black hole 
scenario 

[C2b4] *Michael Zantedeschi (Max-Planck Institute for Physics, Munich) 
Primordial Black Holes from Confinement 

[C2b5] *Albert Escrivà (ULB (Brussels University)) 
Numerical simulations of Primordial Black Holes with non-Gaussianities 

 

 
 
 
 
 
  



 

9:00 ‒ 10:30 Parallel Session D1 (D1a & D1b) 

10:30 ‒ 10:45 Break 

10:45 ‒ 12:00 Parallel Session D2 (D2a & D2b) 

12:00 ‒ 14:30 Lunch & Poster 

14:30 ‒ 16:00 Parallel Session D3 (D3a & D3b) 

16:00 ‒ 17:00 Coffee & Posters 

17:00 ‒ 17:45 Invited Talk (Chair : Yousuke Itoh) 
  Krishnendu Naderi Varium 
  “Tests of general relativity with the third gravitational wave transient catalog” 

17:45 ‒  SOC Meeting 

 

-Parallel Session D1- 

Parallel Session (a) (Chair : Katsuki Aoki) 

9:00 ‒ 10:30 [D1a1] Shun Arai (CGP, YITP) 
Gradient expansion approach for generic scalar-tensor theories  

[D1a2] *Aya Iyonaga (Rikkyo University) 
Distinguishing modified gravity with just two tensorial degrees of freedom from general 
relativity: cosmology 

[D1a3] *Hiroaki Tahara (Rikkyo University) 
Higher-order terms in Einstein-Aether theory with parity violation 

[D1a4] *Taisuke Matsuda (YITP) 
Cosmological memory effect in scalar-tensor gravity 

[D1a5] * Zhi-Bang Yao (Sun Yat-sen University) [pre-recorded] 
Minimal theory of single and bi-metric gravity with multiple auxiliary constraints 

[D1a6] *Yu-min Hu (Sun Yat-sen University) [pre-recorded] 
Building ghost-free scalar-tensor theories from spatially covariant gravity 

 

Parallel Session (b) (Chair : Umpei Miyamoto) 

9:00 ‒ 10:30 [D1b1] *Kazushige Ueda (Kyushu University) 
Numerical Investigation of Quasi-normal Mode in Kerr-AdS_5 Black Hole 

Thursday, December 9 
 



[D1b2] *Ryotaku Suzuki (Toyota Technological Institute) 
Squashed black holes at large D 

[D1b3] *Daiki Saito (Nagoya University) 
False Vacuum Decay in Rotating Spacetimes 

[D1b4] *Sebastian Bahamonde (Tokyo Institute of Technology) 
Black holes solutions in metric-affine gravity with dynamical torsion 
and nonmetricity 

 

-Parallel Session D2- 

Parallel Session (a) (Chair : Shuichiro Yokoyama) 

10:45 ‒ 12:00 [D2a1] Kazuharu Bamba (Fukushima University) [pre-recorded] 
Generation of magnetic fields from the coupling of electromagnetic fields with a higher 
curvature term in inflationary cosmology 

[D2a2] *Kanji Nishii (Kobe Univ.) 
String Excitation by Initial Singularity of Inflation 

[D2a3] Yuichiro Tada (Nagoya University) 
Probability density functions of coarse-grained curvature and density perturbations in 
stochastic inflation 

[D2a4] *Jason Kristiano (RESCEU, The University of Tokyo)  
Theoretical bound of primordial non-Gaussianity in single field inflation 

[D2a5] *Taiga Hasegawa (Yamaguchi University) 
Eisenhart-Duval lift for minisuperspace quantum cosmology 

 

Parallel Session (b) (Chair : Kunihito Uzawa) 

10:45 ‒ 12:00 [D2b1] Keiju Murata (Nihon University) 
Superradiant instability of Myers-Perry black strings 

[D2b2] Takaaki Ishii (Rikkyo University) 
Helical black strings from superradiant instability 

[D2b3] *Hidetoshi Omiya (Kyoto U) 
Adiabatic evolution of the strongly self-interacting axion cloud 

[D2b4] *Takuya Takahashi (Kyoto University) 
Can we detect the signature of axion clouds in black hole binaries? 

[D2b5] *Takeshi Shinohara (Nagoya Univ. Mathematics) 
Divergence equations and uniqueness theorem of static spacetimes with conformal scalar hair 



-Parallel Session D3- 

Parallel Session (a) (Chair : Tomo Takahashi) 

14:30 ‒ 16:00 [D3a1] *Yo Toda (Hokkaido University) 
Hubble tension with an extra radiation and neutrino degeneracy  

[D3a2] *Shao-Jiang Wang (Institute of Theoretical Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences) 
Improved no-go argument from inverse distance ladder 

[D3a3] *Ippei Obata (MPA, Germany) 
Cosmic birefringence measurement and its implications for the axion search  

[D3a4] *Jackson Levi Said (University of Malta) 
Model-Independent Techniques to Reconstructing Late-Time Cosmological Data 

[D3a5] Riccardo Della Monica (Universidad de Salamanca) 
Orbital precession of the S2 star in Scalar-Tensor-Vector-Gravity 

[D3a6] Takashi Hiramatsu (Rikkyo University) 
CMB constraints on a subclass of DHOST theories  

 

Parallel Session (b) (Chair : Keisuke Izumi) 

14:30 ‒ 16:00 [D3b1] *Sofia Di Gennaro (Yangzhou University) [pre-recorded] 
Maximum Force and Black Hole Thermodynamic Instability 

[D3b2] *Che-Yu Chen (Institute of Physics, Academia Sinica) 
Testing equatorial reflection symmetry of rotating black holes 

[D3b3] *Hsu-Wen Chiang (LeCosPA, National Taiwan University) 
Would gravitational wave implosion around a central black hole generate horizon deformation 
akin to supertranslation? 

[D3b4] *Timothy Anson (ITMP, Moscow) 
Disforming the Kerr metric 

[D3b5] *Masato Minamitsuji (CENTRA, IST, U-Lisboa) [pre-recorded] 
Black holes in the extended vector-tensor theories 

 

  



 

9:00 ‒ 9:45 Invited Talk (Chair : Junʼichi Yokoyama) 
  Yu-tin Huang 
  “Classical BH dynamics from scattering amplitudes” 

9:45 ‒ 10:00 Break 

10:00 ‒ 12:00 Session E 

12:00 ‒ 13:00 Awards by Shinji Tsujikawa 
  Closing Remark by Takahiro Tanaka 

 

- Session E- (Chair : Ken-ichi Nakao) 

[E1] Yoshimune Tomikawa (Matsuyama University) 
On uniqueness of static spacetime with conformal scalar in higher dimensions 

[E2] Kohei Kamada (RESCEU)  
wash-in leptogenesis and its application 

[E3] Kunihito Uzawa (Hirosaki University) 
Dynamical brane on orbifold 

[E4] Sebastian Garcia-Saenz (SUSTech) 
A new class of vector-tensor theories and its cosmology 

[E5] Hayato Motohashi (Kogakuin University) 
Exact solution for wave scattering from black holes 

[E6] Hideki Maeda (Hokkai-Gakuen University) 
Quest for realistic non-singular black-hole geometries: Regular-center type 

[E7] Sousuke Noda (National Institute of Technology, Miyakonojo College) 
Alfvenic superradiance in a force-free magnetosphere of a Kerr black hole 
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- Poster presentations- 

[P1] *Shingo Akama (Rikkyo University) 
Non-Bunch-Davies effect on primordial tensor non-Gaussianities in beyond GLPV theories 

[P2] *ZhenYuan WU (Yamaguchi University) 
Antipodal correlation of the inflationary primordial gravitational waves 

[P3] *Akira Dohi (Kyushu University) 
Neutron Star Cooling in Scalar-Tensor Theories 

[P4] Kouji Nakamura (NAOJ, GWSP) 
Proposal of a gauge-invariant treatment of l=0,1-mode perturbations on the Schwarzschild 
background spacetime 

[P5] *Junsei Tokuda (Kobe U.) 
Gravitational positivity bounds on scalar potentials and applications to the Higgs sector 

[P6] *Keitaro Tomikawa (Rikkyo University) 
Propagation of gravitational waves in an inhomogeneous universe in modified gravity 

[P7] *Kota Ogasawara (Kyoto University) 
Photon escape in the extremal Kerr black hole spacetime 

[P8] Masato Nozawa (Osaka Institute of Technology) 
Gauged supergravities in six dimensions from orientifold compactifications 

[P9] *Ken Matsuno (Osaka City University) 
Hawking radiation from squashed Kaluza-Klein black holes with quantum gravity effects 

[P10] Takashi Mishima (Nihon University) 
Nonlinear behavior of new cylindrically symmetric waves of Einstein-Maxwell system 

[P11] *Tatsuki Kodama (Saga University) 
Relaxing inflation models with non-minimal coupling: A general study 

[P12] *Seiga SATO (Waseda University) 
Predicting complex trajectories around Kerr black hole via deep learning 

[P13] Yuuki Sugiyama (Kyushu University) 
The effect of dynamical electromagnetic fields on entanglement 

[P14] Yong Song (University of Science and Technology of China) 
The evolutions of the innermost stable circular orbits in dynamical spacetimes 

[P15] Takahiro Tanaka (Kyoto University) 
Simple justification of \delta N formalism and its generalization 

[P16] Shinya Tomizawa (Toyota Technological Institute) 
Angular momenta in microstate geometries and black holes in five dimensions 



 

[P17] Shinpei Tonosaki (Hirosaki University) 
A master hydrostatic equation for Newtonian stars in generic higher-curvature gravity 

[P18] Tsutomu Kobayashi (Rikkyo University) 
Black holes in spatially covariant gravity with two tensorial degrees of freedom 

[P19] Chulmoon Yoo (Nagoya Univ.) 
Simulation of PBH formation from iso-curvature perturbations 

[P20] *Yosuke Mishima (RIkkyo University) 
Preferred frame effects for nonluminal GWs in pulsar timing arrays 

[P21] *Taishi Ikeda (Sapienza University of Rome) 
Black hole eating boson stars 

[P22] *Koki Tokeshi (The University of Tokyo) 
PBH abundance revised from joint formation criteria 

[P23] *J. Fernando Abalos (CIEM-CONICET, Universidad Nacional de Córdoba (UNC)) 
On constraint preservation for quasi-linear first-order PDEs 

[P24] *Minxi He (KEK) 
Reheating Process in Mixed Higgs-R^2 Model 

[P25] *Takumi Hayashi (RESCEU) 
Vacuum decay with the Lorentzian path integral  

 



Invited lecture 17:00–17:45
[Chair: Tsutomu Kobayashi]

Ed Copeland

University of Nottingham

“Approaches to understanding dark energy”

(45 min.)

[JGRG30 (2021) 120623]









































Invited lecture 17:45–18:30
[Chair: Koutarou Kyutoku]

Hiranya Peiris

University College London

“Survey Cosmology in the Multimessenger Era”

(45 min.)

[JGRG30 (2021) 120624]







































Invited lecture 9:00–9:45
[Chair: Takahiro Tanaka]

Hisaaki Shinkai

Osaka Institute of Technology

“gravitational wave astrophysics”

(45 min.)

[JGRG30 (2021) 120801]





















































Invited lecture 17:45–18:30
[Chair: Tomohiro Harada]

Ilia Musco

La Sapienza, University of Rome

“Primordial Black Holes: formation and cosmological
abundance”

(45 min.)

[JGRG30 (2021) 120736]

























Invited lecture 17:00–17:45
[Chair: Koutarou Kyutoku]

Kenta Kiuchi

Max Planck Institute

“Recent progress of numerical relativity simulations of
compact objects and its application to”

(45 min.)

[JGRG30 (2021) 120828]



Numerical modeling of gravitational wave sources 
in multimessenger astronomy era

Kenta Kiuchi (CRA/YITP)
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Talk plan

1. Introduction

2. Numerical modeling of a black hole-neutron star merger

3. Summary and prospect

A memory with Maeda san

In 2002, I met Maeda san for the first time at the interview to enter 
the Maeda-lab. 

During the interview, Maeda san asked me why I wanted to learn 
GR. 

Maeda san said, “In the field of gravitational wave research in 
Japan, there are several giants like Nakamura san, Ohara san, and 
Shibata kun



A memory with Maeda san

(I think) Maeda san implicitly asked me, “How confident are you 

realize how severe to survive in the academia.

I answered, “Even that is the case, I want to study gravitational 

I was too thoughtless. But, Maeda san accepted me as a 
member of the lab.

A memory with Maeda san
In 2003,  Maeda san gave me a research subject on gravitational 
wave emission property from a spinning particle in the Kerr BH 
spacetime. 

Fortunately, I managed to publish my 1st paper based on this 
research result in 2004. 

During this project, I learned numerical relativity and I realized 
Maeda san is one of the pioneers of numerical relativity. 

It fascinated me and started to construct a code from scratch 
(again I was thoughtless). 



A memory with Maeda san

years. 

But, Maeda san gave me complete freedom and never 
commented negatively. 

In the AEI, Ph.D. students have to present the current status of 
the Ph.D. project to the Thesis Advisory Committee. 

If I were a Ph.D. student in the AEI, I might be fired.

Introduction
Dawn of the gravitational wave astrophysics

So
ur

ce
 m

as
s 

(M
)

GWTC-3



Introduction
Dawn of the gravitational wave astrophysics

Binary black hole systems exist. (Abbott et al. 15, many refs.)

Binary neutron stars merged. (Abbott et al., 17, many refs.)

heavy elements, Short Gamma-Ray burst central engine, Hubble 
constant measurement, etc.

Black hole-neutron star systems exist. (Abbott et al., 21)

Introduction
Importance of electromagnetic counterpart

-
-ray (9day 700day)

LSC-

Hajela et al. 21

Ishizaki et al., 21



Introduction
A role of numerical relativity : Is it necessary?

Yes!
Without a GW waveform modeling, the equation of state of the nuclear 

matter cannot be constrained.

What is the physical mechanism of the EM counterpart? How large is the 
systematics?

Is GR the unique (final) theory of gravity? (of course, no)

Ultimately, to answer these questions quantitatively (still far).

Introduction
Toward physical modeling of GW sources

Gravity (General Relativity)
Strong interaction (Nuclear matter)
Weak interaction (Neutrino)
Electromagnetic interaction (Magnetic field)
Highly dynamical system (GW!)
Primarily no spatial symmetry (fully 3D+1 problem)

Realistic Initial condition

Apparent Horizon finder GW extraction

Einstein equations

Matter equationsGauge condition

Main loop

Excision inside AH

Constrain eqs.

Slide courtesy of Y. Sekiguchi  



Introduction

FUGAKU@RIKEN, 400PFLOPS

Big computational facility is necessary

NR is a powerful tool to predict/interpret gravitational wave events

Application I : Numerical modeling of BH-NS merger
Short duration Gamma-Ray Burst (SGRB) 

It consumes 0.01-0.1% of the rest mass energy of the Sun in a second.
GW170817 is the smoking gun of the merger hypothesis. 

What about the other possibilities? 

GW170817



Application I : Numerical modeling of BH-NS merger
Black Hole Neutron Star merger

GW200105, GW200115 *no EM counterpart

LIGO- -
KAGRA collaboration 
21

Application I : Numerical modeling of BH-NS merger
Tidal disruption or not?

Tidal force > NS self gravity
r (MBH/MNS)-2/3 (MNS/RNS)-1 MBH rtidal

If rtidal > risco Tidal disruption
rtidal < risco No tidal disruption  

*ISCO  = Inner Stable Circular Orbit
Key ingredients

Spin of BH
Mass ratio (MBH/MNS)
Compactness of NS (MNS/RNS) BH (MBH)

NS (MNS)

r

RNSrisco (a=0)risco (a=M)

Stiff EOS= small 
Compactness

r

RNS

Soft EOS= large 
Compactness

Tidal disruption Dynamical mass ejection 
and massive torus formation.

Important for EM counterpart



Electromagnetic emission in compact binary mergers
R(paid)-process nucleosynthesis and EM
(Lattimer & Schramm 74, Metzger et al. 10, Li & Paczynski 98)

Role of the r-process elements
Heating source via radio-active decay (Kasen et al. 17)

Opacity source (Lanthanide elements) 
(Barnes & Kasen 13, Tanaka & Hotokezaka 13)

Properties of electromagnetic emission (Optical-IR)
Peak time (diffusion time = dynamical time)

Peak Luminosity

Slide courtesy of M. Tanaka

Slide courtesy of M. Tanaka

Tanaka et al. 17

Electron fraction Ye (# of electron/# of baryon) is a key quantity
Ye low 

opacity in optical
Ye 0.25 produces lanthanide high opacity in IR
Neutrino reaction determines Ye of the ejecta

Lanthanide Optical IR

R-process nucleosynthesis and its opacity



Is the post merger ejecta Lanthanide rich or Lanthanide poor?

At some point texpansion < teq, The weak processes freeze out

(Fujibayashi et al. 20)

Equilibrium value of the electron fraction (Beloborodov 03)

Electron capture rate = Positron capture rate

Ye,eq and teq ,  texpansion > teq

Application I : Numerical modeling of BH-NS merger

Numerical Relativity-Neutrino-Radiation-Magnetohydrodynamics simulation 
of BH-NS merger (Hayshi+ KK, et al. 21)

Neutrino radiation transfer is necessary to predict Ye of the ejecta

Magnetohydrodynamics is necessary to reveal the massive torus evolution, 
in particular, the angular momentum transport and angular momentum 
transport.

Merger simulation is necessary to build a self-consistent model of the 
massive torus formation

Extremely long-term simulation ( 2 seconds)



Numerical modeling of BH-NS merger
Magneto Rotational Instability (MRI) (Balbus & Hawley 91)

Differential rotation

Intuitive explanation

Magnetic field line

Center
×

deceleration

Center
×

Center
×

acceleration

MRI-driven turbulence produces the effective viscosity 
Angular momentum transport and viscous heating



Numerical modeling of BH-NS merger
MRI works?

Butterfly diagram

MRI-dynamo works 0.01)
Torus expands due to the angular momentum transport

Numerical modeling of BH-NS merger
Neutrino luminosity

A part of the viscous heating is consumed by the neutrino emission
Temperature decreases due to the torus expansion

At some point, the neutrino emission becomes inefficient.
All the viscous heating is used for the torus expansion

Gravitational unbounded baryonic mass



Numerical modeling of BH-NS merger
Electron fraction distribution of gravitationally unbounded material

Two distinct peaks
Low Ye component Dynamical ejecta NIR band emission
High Ye component Post-merger ejecta Optical band emission



Numerical modeling of BH-NS merger
Isotropic Poynting Luminosity

Liso and jet are roughly consistent with the observed values. 

Numerical modeling of BH-NS merger
Poynting flux distribution

After 1-2 seconds, the opening angle increases due to the torus expansion
Agree with the observed duration of the Short Gamma-Ray Bursts. 



Conclusion and prospect

In gravitational wave astronomy era, numerical relativity modeling is 
important to predict/interpret GW events. 

A black hole-neutron star merger could drive a Short Gamma-Ray 
Bursts. 

More sophisticated modeling is necessary to mitigate systematic error.

We can also play the same game for a binary neutron star merger. 

Back up slide



Shibata & Hotokezaka 19

Evolution diagram of Binary Neutron Star mergers

GW170817?

Less likely prompt BH formation in GW170817 because of Meje
(Bauswein et al. 17)

Is this true?

GW+EM joint analysis to explore the NS matter property
Is really the prompt BH formation less likely in GW170817?

NR simulations Meje 0.05 M in the prompt BH formation
(Bauswein et al. 13, Hotokezaka, KK et al. 13, etc.)

R +0.15
-0.03km (Bauswein et al. 17)

Did they explore highly asymmetric binaries?
qmin 170817



GW+EM joint analysis to explore the NS matter property
Mtot = 2.75M , q = 0.774, R1.35=10.7km

Accurate measurement of q and more sophisticated EM counterpart 
modeling

KK et al. 2019

mass ejection Meje

Shibata & Hotokezaka 19

Evolution diagram of Binary Neutron Star mergers

GW170817



GW+EM joint analysis to explore the NS matter property II
BH formation via Hyper Massive NS phase

Key ingredients for the disk formation;
Gravitational torque O(1-10)ms (EOS & mass ratio)
Turbulent viscous angular momentum transport O(100)ms (B-

fields)
Neutrino cooling O(1)s 

Radice & Dai 18

Mdisk
(Radice et al. 17, Radice & Dai 19)

GW+EM joint analysis to explore the NS matter property II
BH formation via Hyper Massive NS phase

Radice et al. 17

Small M Small Mdisk

AT2017gfo (Radice et al. 17)

Is this true?

With their limited class of EOSs (Relativistic 
Mean Field), M
correlation.



GW+EM joint analysis to explore the NS matter property II
BH formation via Hyper Massive NS phase

Radice et al. 17

Small M Small Mdisk

AT2017gfo (Radice et al. 17)

Is this true?

With their limited class of EOSs (Relativistic 
Mean Field), M
correlation.

GW+EM joint analysis to explore the NS matter property II
BH formation via Hyper Massive NS phase

3 segments Piece-Wise Polytropic EOS (Read et al. 2009) 

No biased correlation between M

M = 2.00, 2.05, 2.10 M

1.375-1.375M or 1.2-1.55M c.f. M170817 = 2.74+0.04
-0.01M



GW+EM joint analysis to explore the NS matter property II
BH formation via Hyper Massive NS phase KK et al. 19

prompt BH formation
tHMNS
tHMNS

tHMNS tvis or tcool)

Explicit counter 
example 

GW+EM joint analysis to explore the NS matter property II
BH formation via Hyper Massive NS phase

: Potential candidates 
for AT2017 gfo

: Rejected models for 
AT2017 gfo

(Radice et al. 17)

KK et al. 19

Radice et al.



GW+EM joint analysis to explore the NS matter property II
BH formation via Hyper Massive NS phase

: Potential candidates 
for AT2017 gfo

: Rejected models for 
AT2017 gfo

(Radice et al. 17)

KK et al. 19

Radice et al.

Application II : numerical modeling of GW190425

GW190425 is the 2nd candidate of binary neutron star mergers.
A low-mass black hole-neutron star merger cannot be ruled out.
No EM counterpart due to the poor sky localization and/or 

intrinsically dim emission (Hozzeinzadeh et al. 19)



Where does neutron rich ejecta come from?

Dynamical ejecta: Tidal component & Shocked component 
(Hotokezaka Bawswein et al. 13, Radice

© Sho Fujibayashi 

Where does neutron rich ejecta come from?

with neutrino absorption (Fernandez et al. 13, Just et al. 15, Fujibayashi 17, Fujibayashi, 
KK et al. 18)

Fujibayashi et al. 20



Dynamical ejecta
Meje < 4 x10-4 M for the black hole-neutron star merger with 2M -
1.35M (Hayashi et al. 20)

Dynamical ejecta has low Ye Lanthanide rich
Disk mass
Mdisk is as large as 0.05-0.1M irrespective of the binary system

Application II : numerical modeling of GW190425
(Kyutoku et al. 20)

Hayashi et al. 21

Is the disk wind Lanthanide rich or Lanthanide poor?

Long-term viscous relativistic hydrodynamics simulation
of 3M BH and 0.1 M disk system (Fujibayashi et al. 20)

Disk radius Neutrino luminosity Ejecta mass

The disk expands with the viscous timescale 
Temperature and neutrino luminosity decrease
Neutrino luminosity is shut down at some point
Mass ejection starts 



Is the disk wind Lanthanide rich or Lanthanide poor?

At some point texpansion < teq, The weak processes freeze out

(Fujibayashi et al. 20)

Equilibrium value of the electron fraction (Beloborodov 03)

Electron capture rate = Positron capture rate

Ye,eq and teq ,  texpansion > teq

Is the disk wind Lanthanide rich or Lanthanide poor?
Hypothetical value of the viscosityAveraged Ye

Expansion timescale depends on the viscosity
If the viscosity is not extremely large, the disk wind is Lanthanide poor.

15-30% of the disk mass is likely to be ejected



Is the disk wind Lanthanide rich or Lanthanide poor?

MHD process could drive the mass ejection in a shorter timescale. 
Siegel & Metzger 18

The MHD-driven (Lorentz force-driven) wind could be Lanthanide rich.

Application II : numerical modeling of GW190425

Single detector event Degeneracy between the distance and viewing 
angle.



Kyutoku et al. 20

Application II : numerical modeling of GW190425

Mwind=0.02M
Mdyn=10-4M

The Lanthanide poor disk wind case is detectable irrespective of the 
viewing angle.

The Lanthanide poor disk wind + dynamical ejecta case is detectable 
unless the viewing angle is highly equatorial direction.

Application II : numerical modeling of GW190425
Kyutoku et al. 20

The Lanthanide rich disk wind case is detectable only if the viewing 
angle is the equatorial direction.

The Lanthanide rich disk wind + dynamical ejecta case is detectable if 
the viewing angle is the polar direction.



Application II : numerical modeling of GW190425
The take-home message

GW alone cannot distinguish the source if the sky localization is poor.

Multiple detection is necessary, i.e., degeneracy between the viewing 
angle and the distance, the good sky localization to give the upper limit. 

More sophisticated modeling is necessary to predict the Lanthanide 
rich or Lanthanide poor disk outflow. 

N(umerical)R(elativity)neutrino-
R(adiation)M(agneto)H(ydro)D(dynamics) simulation is ongoing (Hayashi et 
al. in prep).

Application I : numerical modeling of GW190521
Gravitational waveform

Type I Type II

Type Is

Type Iw
Classification scheme
hcrit = hmax/exp(1)
If the wave cycles with h > hcrit is less than 
2 Type I
Otherwise, Type II

Type II is totally different from GW190521



Application I : Numerical modeling of GW190521
GW190521 (Abbott et al. 20)

m1 = 85+21
-14 M , m2

+17
-18 M , D = 5.3+2.4

- Gpc if the source is BBH 
mergers

BHs of  mass gap 50-120M due to the pulsational pair instability and 
pair-instability explosion

Application I : Numerical modeling of GW190521

m1
+15

- M , m2
+33

-3 M with the different prior and waveform 
models

BHs of  mass gap 50-120M is avoidable.

Reanalysis of GW190521 (Nitz and Capano. 21)



Application I : Numerical modeling of GW190521
Reanalysis of GW190521 (Nitz and Capano. 21)

Maximum-likelihood waveform suggests the post-burst waves. 
S/N is higher than the waveforms w.o. the post-burst waves.

Application I : Numerical modeling of GW190521
Two interesting points

The frequency in the spectrogram is 40-
The post-burst waves might exist. 

Black hole of 50M +massive torus of O(10M ) system could be a source.

1. The orbital timescale of the torus is 5000M =25ms
2. The system could be a GW emitter due to the non-axisymmetric instability. 

Is black hole of 50M + massive torus of O(10M ) system formation 
possible?



Application I : Numerical modeling of GW190521
Steller evolution calculation 

Collapse of very massive metal-poor stars BH formation if MCO 125M

If the progenitor rotates, the outcome is a black hole of mass 130M and a 
torus of mass 20M (Uchida et al. 19, 20)

The temporal mass of the black hole and torus strongly depend on the 
rotational profile of the progenitor which is not well understood.

Is the burst+post-burst GW emitted?

Application I : Numerical modeling of GW190521
Non-axisymmetric instability in BH-torus system (Papaloizou and Pringle 84)

Inner edge of the torus Corotation torus) 

Incident wave

reflected wave transmitted wave

Reflected (Transmitted) wave has a negative (positive) angular momentum 
density flux A region between the inner edge and corotation point is an 
amplifier of the perturbation.

Low m mode is the most unstable exp(- )
Angular momentum transport through the corotation point

Burst+quasi periodic GWs could be emitted (Kiuchi et al.10, Mewes



Application I : Numerical modeling of GW190521
Exploring a possibility of BH with a very massive torus

Model : MBH,0 = 50M , Mdisk=15-50M , Rdisk/MBH,0=20-50

Numerical relativity-Hydrodynamical simulation
Equilibrium massive torus with constant entropy profile and beta 

equilibrium
BSSN+locally Z4c prescription (Shibata-Nakamura 95, Baumgarte-Shapiro 98, Campanelli

Hilditch et al. 13)
DD2+Timmes EOS (Banik et al. 14, Timmes-Swesty 20)

Relativistic hydrodynamics w.o. neutrino radiation transfer (Sekiguchi

Application I : Numerical modeling of GW190521
50M -30M model



Application I : Numerical modeling of GW190521

m=1 mode is the primarily unstable mode
Growth time scale is Porb

1~0.1 at the peak 1 O(10-2) 

Mode analysis 50M -30M model

Application I : Numerical modeling of GW190521
Gravitational waveform

Burst wave and quasi-periodic waves
We classify it as Type I.



Application I : Numerical modeling of GW190521
Disk compactness dependence

50M -30M model

Larger growth rate for more compact torus
Smaller corotation radius for more compact torus

1 for the more compact torus

Type II

Type Is/w

More compact torus

Application I : Numerical modeling of GW190521
Disk mass dependence

More massive torus

Approximately same 
compactness

Larger growth rate for the more massive torus
1 for the more massive torus

Type II

Type Is/w



Application I : Numerical modeling of GW190521
Waveform classification result

Type Is
Type Iw

(Torus compactness) -1
For given a mass ratio, Type Is/w Type II as the compactness decreases, 

1, peak is smaller
Gravitational torque at the peak time is not large enough to expel a large 

fraction of the matter in the high density region.

Application I : Numerical modeling of GW190521
Waveform classification result

Type Is Type Iw

(Torus compactness) -1
For given a compactness, Type Is/w Type II as the mass ratio decreases, 

1, peak is smaller
Gravitational torque at the peak time is not large enough to expel a large 

fraction of the matter in the high density region.



Application I : Numerical modeling of GW190521
Detectability

Hypothetical distance of 100 Mpc
Binary black hole merger 
(Ajith et al. 08)

Total S/N is 5 30 for D=100Mpc
Low frequency spectral feature is different from that for BBH case
But, the small S/N signal in f < 30 Hz is still challenging. 

Application I : Numerical modeling of GW190521
Spectrogram

Type Iw GW190521

Bright spot at 40-50 Hz around the peak time
Couple of the wave cycles around the peak

They are similar features with GW190521



Application I : Numerical modeling of GW190521
Spectrogram

Type Is Type II

Type Is Single cycle at the peak time in the waveform
Type II Broaden bright spot in the spectrogram

Type Iw could be an alternative model of GW190521

Application I : Numerical modeling of GW190521
The take-home message

GW alone cannot distinguish the source under the condition that S/N 
is not very high. 

EM counterpart is necessary.

A long-term simulation of the BH-torus system suggests 10-20% of the 
torus is ejected due to the viscous-driven angular momentum transport 
and the ejecta velocity is 0.05-0.1c (Fujibayashi et al. 20).

Ekin 1050erg (Meje/5M )(veje/0.05c)2 If this energy is injected to the 
stellar envelope, the EM counter part could be observed for D=100Mpc.
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Testing GR with GWs

Vítor Cardoso
[Técnico Lisbon & Niels Bohr Institute]

Singularities & Censorship

Theorem (Penrose 1965; 1969):

a. Negative local energy occurs.
b. Einstein's equations are violated. 
c. The space-time manifold is incomplete. 
d. The concept of space-time loses its meaning at very 
high curvatures possibly because of quantum phenomena.

Conjecture (Penrose 1969):

No singularity is visible from future null infinity (weak CCC)
General Relativity is deterministic (strong CCC)



Uniqueness: the Kerr solution

Theorem (Carter 1971; Robinson 1975; Chrusciel & Costa 2012):
A stationary, asymptotically flat, vacuum BH solution must be Kerr

Describes a rotating BH with mass M and angular momentum J=aM, iff a<M

my entire scientific life, extending over forty-five years, the most shattering 
experience has been the realization that an equations 
of general relativity provides the absolutely exact representation of untold 
numbers of black holes that populate the universe

S. Chandrasekhar, The Nora and Edward Ryerson lecture, Chicago April 22 1975

The simplicity slide: BHs as perfect laboratories

Simple spin-induced 
multipoles (uniqueness)

Tidal heating

Tidal Love number 

Simple relaxation 
of final state 
(uniqueness)

Cardoso & Pani, Nature Astronomy 1: 586 (2017); Living Reviews in Relativity 22: 1 (2019)
Peters PR136: B1224 (1964); Cardoso, Macedo & Vicente PRD103: 023015 (2021)



EHT Collaboration ApJL 875: 1 (2019)

GRAVITY Collaboration AA 635: A143 (2020)

LIGO/Virgo Collaboration PRL116:061102 (2016)

They are out there
D. Lynden-Bell & M. Rees, MNRAS 152: 461 (1971)

BH seeds, BH demography, galaxy co-evolution (how many, where, how?)
See review Barack+ CQG 36: 143001 (2019); arXiv:1806.05195

Is cosmic censorship preserved? 
Sperhake+ PRL103:131102 (2009); Cardoso+ PRL120:031103 (2018)

Is the final - or initial - object really a black hole?
Cardoso+ PRL116: 171101 (2016); Nature Astronomy 1: 586 (2017); Liv. Rev. Rel. 22 (2019)

Is it a Kerr black hole? Can we constrain alternatives? 
Cardoso+ CQG33:174001 (2016); Isi+PRL123:111102 (2019); Jaramillo+ PRX11: 031003 (2021)

Can we do galaxy tomography, or constrain DM?
Barausse+ PRD89:104059 (2014); Cardoso+ AA644:147 (2020); Cardoso+ arXiv:2109.00005

Can GWs from BHs inform us on new fundamental fields? 
Arvanitaki+ PRD95: 043001 (2016); Brito+ PRL119:131101 (2017); Annulli+PRD102:063022 (2020)

Fundamental questions

Answer requires understanding of theoretical framework, PDEs, precise modelling, 
challenging simulations & challenging data analysis techniques



Ringdown

BH spectroscopy: testing the Kerr nature

Leaver PRD34:384 (1986)
Berti + PRD73: 064030 (2006); PRL 117:101102 (2016); Cardoso & Gualtieri CQG33: 174001 (2016)

Resolvent

Black hole spectroscopy

LSC PRL116:221101 (2016); see Bhaibav+PRD97:044048 (2019);
also recent LIGO/Virgo analysis arXiv:2010.14529; 

for overtones, see Cotesta + (to appear)

90% posterior distributions.

Black solid is 90% posterior 
of QNM as derived from the 
posterior mass and spin of 
remnant

Berti, Cardoso & Will PRD73:064030 (2006)



Interlude: pseudospectra
Trefethen+ Science 261: 578 (1993); Jaramillo+ PRX11:031003 (2021)  

(plane) Poiseuille: parabolic 
velocity profile between 
static infinite plates (plane) 
Couette: linear velocity 
profile between two infinite 
parallel plates

Pseudospectrum of extremal BHs 
and compact objects

K. Destounis+ arXiv:2107.09673;
Also V. B. Savov+ to appear

Galaxy tomography?
Cardoso + arXiv 2109.00005

Black holes in galaxies: an Einstein Cluster prescription

Assume averaged stress-tensor

Impose spherical symmetry

Assign mass function

Solve field equations

Hernquist ApJ356:359 (1990)



Galaxy tomography?
Cardoso + arXiv 2109.00005

Thus EHT physics affected to levels of 10^-8 only for expected parameters
(tests on nature of compact objects can be done to very good precision)

Galaxy tomography?
Cardoso + arXiv 2109.00005

Axial fluxes from particles in circular orbits: for prototype binary with

if observed one year before merger.



GWs and dark matter I

Inspiral occurs in DM-rich environment and may modify the way inspiral proceeds, 
given dense-enough media: accretion and gravitational drag play important role.
Eda + PRL110:221101 (2013); Macedo + ApJ774:48 (2013); Cardoso + AA644: A147 (2020) 
Kavanagh + arXiv 2002.12811; Annulli + PRD102: 063022 (2020)

Animation by Ana Carvalho

Effect is -5.5 PN on GW phase

Cardoso & Maselli AA644: A147 (2020); Eda + PRL 110 (2013) 221101; Macedo+ApJ774 (2013) 48; 
Annulli+ PRD102;063022 (2020); also Zwicki + arXiv:2110.09097

GW150914

GW170608

GW170817

MBBH high spin

IMBBH low spin

IMRI

EMRI

Small Compton wavelength: heavy DM



-6 PN on GW phase

Annulli, Cardoso & Vicente PRD102: 063022 (2020)

Large Compton wavelength: ultralight DM

Fundamental fields: particle detectors in the sky

Wonderful sources of GWs

Brito, Cardoso, Pani, Lecture Notes Physics 971 (2020)



Wonderful sources for different GW-detectors

Yuan + PRD104:044011 (2021); arXiv:2106.00021
The LIGO Scientific Collaboration arXiv:2111.15507

Dotted lines only include the m = 1 mode, while solid lines include all modes. Plot also shows the power-law 
integrated sensitivity curves by assuming threshold SNR = 1. For LIGO/NEMO/CE/ET at their design 
sensitivity. We assume a four-year-detection and two co-aligned and co-located identical detectors for 
NEMO/CE/ET, whereas for LIGO we use the overlap function.

Wonderful sources for different GW-detectors

Brito + PRL119: 131101 (2017); Tsukada + arXiv:2011.06995



Two-year simulation for LISA and a boson with                 . . Saw-tooth due 

to different m harmonics. Final estimate from LISA:

Signatures in Regge plane

Brito + PRL119: 131101 (2017); arXiv: 1706:05097
PRD96:064050 (2017); arXiv: 1706.06311

Bounding the boson mass with EM observations 
Pani + PRL109, 131102 (2012)

Bound on photon mass is model-dependent: details of accretion disks or 
intergalactic matter are important... but gravitons interact very weakly!

Brito + PRD88:023514 (2013); Review of Particle Physics 2014 



Brito, Cardoso & Pani, Superradiance, Lecture Notes Physics 971 (2020)

Constraints on fundamental fields via superradiance

Transitions, disruption and floating by tides

Use standard perturbation theory:

Find level transitions which lead to puffing up of cloud

Levels which change mulitpolar structure

Resonances and cloud destruction

Zhang+ PRD99 (2019) 064018; Baumann+ PRD99 (2019) 044001; Cardoso+ PRD101 (2020) 064054



V. Cardoso, F. Duque, T. Ikeda PRD101 (2020) 064054

Tidal disruption of clouds 

V. Cardoso, F. Duque, T. Ikeda PRD101 (2020) 064054



Couplings to Standard Model: plasmas

Plasma gives photon an effective mass

...but it is position-dependent, plasma distribution-
dependent... and nonlinearities make it transparent:

Cardoso+ MNRAS503: 563 (2021)

Couplings to Standard Model 

Boskovic+ PRD99:035006 (2019); Ikeda+ PRL122:081101 (2019)



Couplings to Standard Model 

Boskovic+ PRD99:035006 (2019); Ikeda+ PRL122:081101 (2019)

Couplings to Standard Model 

Boskovic+ PRD99:035006 (2019); Ikeda+ PRL122:081101 (2019)



Conclusions: exciting times!

Gravitational wave astronomy will become a precision discipline, mapping compact 
objects throughout the entire visible universe.

Strong field gravity is a fascinating topic. From precise maps of Universe to tests of 
Cosmic Censorship or constraints on dark matter, possibilities are endless & exciting.

Black holes remain the most outstanding object in the universe. BH spectroscopy will 

allow to test GR and provide strong evidence for the presence of horizons... improved 

sensitivity pushes putative surface closer to horizon, like probing short-distance 

structure with accelerators. BHs can play the role of perfect laboratories for particle 

physics, or high energy physics.

spacetime
(or some aspect of it) cannot even be contemplated in 
the 

S. Chandrasekhar, The Karl Schwarzschild Lecture, 
Astronomischen Gesellschaft, Hamburg, 18 Sept. 1986

Thank you
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1 Gravity and quantum mechanics

Various efforts have been made to unify gravity and 
quantum mechanics, but an established theory has not 
been developed yet.

2Introduction

However, experiments to realize quantum states of 
mesoscopic systems have been proposed.

nanodiamond

magnetic field

superposition of two localized states

Bose and Morley, arXiv:1810.07045
Stern-Gerlach scheme 

test for the quantum nature of gravity



Quantum entanglement

Entanglement : Non-local correlation

3

up or 
down

A B

up or 
downe.g.) Bell state

Entanglement cannot be generated by classical process.

Non-local quantum operation is necessary.

Proposed model : BMV experiment
Bose et al., (2017)
Marletto and Vedral, (2017)

gravity
superposition superposition

Two particles evolve into an entangles state by gravity.
Introduction

Non-Gaussianity

we prepare two massive objects in a superposition state.

4

non-Gaussian states

Second-order Hamiltonian with positive definite 
Hamiltonian matrix

e.g.)

The entanglement criterion of Gaussian states is well studied. 

Gaussian state

Introduction

Our research

entanglement criterion even for the non-Gaussian states

gravity-induced entanglement in optomechanical system



2 Entanglement criterion

5

Entanglement of Gaussian state

Simon, (2000)

The state is entangled if the matrix                 has at 
least one negative eigenvalue.

: second-order moment(Covariance matrix)

: partial transposition

Higher-order correlation is required to detect the non-
Gaussian entanglement.

Non-Gaussian entanglement

Cumulant : characterize the non-Gaussianity

for Gaussian states

The state is entangled if        has at least one negative 
eigenvalue.

Cumulant-based condition

6

second-order correlation:

third-order correlation:

fourth-order correlation:

Gaussian criterion

Matrix B and D characterize the non-Gaussian entanglement.

Non-Gaussian entanglement

The state is entangled if the matrix                    has at 
least one negative eigenvalue.

PPT criterion, Peres, (1996)



3 Optomechanical systems

setup

7

gravity

Single photon

cavity

cavity

mirror

Mirror evolves to a superposition state 
by interacting with the cavity photon.

Half mirror

mirror

Source

Source

Single photon

Balushi et al., (2018)
Matsumura and Yamamoto, (2020)

Optomechanical systems

Mirror-photon/mirror-mirror Interaction

Mirrors oscillate owing to the interaction

with photons    (                 )

8

Light velocity

Frequency and Hamiltonian of photon

photon mirror-photon

annihilation operator

Optomechanical systems

Gravitational interaction



Total Hamiltonian

9

mirror (second-order) gravity (secnd-order)

photon (second-order)

mirror-photon (third-order)

non-Gaussianity

coupling

Optomechanical systems

coupling

Mirror frequency

Gaussian state

State of mirrors

Initial state of total system

10

Tracing over the photons, we derive the reduced density 
matrix of the mirrors.

non-Gaussian state

Optomechanical systemsdistribution in phase space 

sum of four Gaussian



4 Entanglement between mirrors

11

entangled state

mirror-photon coupling

Both criterions detect the almost same entanglement.

gravitational coupling

minimum eigenvalue of

entangled state

minimum eigenvalue of

Results

Non-Gaussian entanglement

12

entangled state

mirror-photon coupling

However, the cumulant-based condition detects the 
entanglement originating from non-Gaussianity.

gravitational coupling

minimum eigenvalue of

entangled state

The region of entanglement detected by                 becomes small.   

minimum eigenvalue of

Results



5 Conclusion

13

We developed the entanglement criterion with higher-
order cumulants to detect the entanglement of non-
Gaussian states.

We applied the criterion to the optomechanical system to 
investigate the gravity-induced entanglement. 

Conclusion

We showed that the cumulant-based condition facilitates 
the entanglement between mirrors in non-Gaussian state.

Gravitational coupling

14

gravitational constant

Coupling constants

frequency of mirror

vertically distance

Mirror-photon coupling



15

Limitation of criterion
Distance of center of each distribution

Cumulant-based condition 
cannot capture the entanglement 
at

Distance is largest at

non-Gaussian feature is significant.

Hamiltonian of mirrors

Each mirror

16

Newtonian potential

Hamiltonian with dimensionless operators

Frequency

gravity
Gravitational coupling

Optomechanical systems
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Invertibility conditions for 
field transformations with derivatives:
toward extensions of disformal transformations

Norihiro Tanahashi (Chuo U.)

based on
E. Babichev, K. Izumi, NT and M. Yamaguchi

derivatives:
toward 
arXiv:2109.00912 [to be published in PTEP]

field transformations with derivatives: necessary and sufficient 
arXiv:1907.12333 [to be published in ATMP]

14

In modified gravity theories, field transformations are used to 

Conformal transformations

Disformal transformations

Scalar-tensor theories and invertible field transformations

Viable DHOST theory 
= Horndeski with invertible disformal transformation applied

Are there any invertible field transformations with more derivatives?

Introduction

1



14
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2

Introduction

Derivation of invertibility conditions

Application

Constructing invertible transformations
Disformal transformation with higher derivatives

Summary

Introduction

14

Invertibility conditions for 

3
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The problem we tackle

Consider the general trsf. up to :

What is the condition for this transformation to be invertible?

Strategy

1. Derive necessary conditions for invertibility

Invertible transformation   # of modes invariant under the trsf.

Find conditions to keep # of modes before and after trsf.

2. Show that the necessary conditions are also sufficient conditions



14

Invertibility conditions for 

Focus on the transformation equation
and count # of solutions ( # of modes)

Act                                               to convert it into quasi-linear PDEs

Dec. 7, 2021JGRG30:         Norihiro Tanahashi

4

,,

( : large integer)

14

Invertibility conditions for 

5

modes 2n modes from + 2 extra modes from

If , it can be solved for has independent soln. 

Dec. 7, 2021JGRG30:         Norihiro Tanahashi

Trsf. is non-invertible as long as extra 2 modes are present.   

For the invertibility, for any is necessary. 

Highest derivative part:



14

Invertibility conditions for 

6

For the invertibility, coefficient of term of Eq. (2) should not vanish:

Imposed term is removed from Eq. (2).
Assume term is removed from Eq. (2).

Lower derivative parts:

Eq. (1): -th order       &       Eq. (2): -th order
modes from + extra mode from 

14

Invertibility conditions for 

7

Necessary conditions for the invertibility:

Simplify the necessary conditions:

Condition 

Using  and , conditions (2) and (3) becomes
Condition 

Condition 

Sufficiency can be shown by following the proof for the standard inverse function 
theorem regarding and as independent variables. 



14
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8

Introduction

Derivation of invertibility conditions

Application

Constructing invertible transformations
Disformal transformation with higher derivatives

Summary

Introduction

Derivation of invertibility conditions

Summary

14
Application 1:
Constructing invertible transformations

is invertible iff

Dec. 7, 2021JGRG30:         Norihiro Tanahashi

9

1.

2.

3.

satisfies

Can we construct invertible trsf. by solving them?

Introduce ansatz satisfying Condition 1, then examine the other conditions.

ex.)     

degeneracy conditions

non-degeneracy conditions

Condition 1 is automatically satisfied:



14
Application 1:
Constructing invertible transformations

Ansatz:    

10

Condition 1 is automatically satisfied:

Applying a trsf. appropriately, we may set :

Condition 2 implies (using )

Conditions 3 :

1.
2.
3.

is invertible iff

Several classes of invertible trsf. can be constructed from appropriate ansatze. 

14
Application 2:
Disformal trsf. with higher derivatives

Standard (generalized) disformal transformation  ( )

A generalization to include higher derivatives

We can prove that this transformation is always non-invertible. 

Friedman metric

Apply to get

Can be regarded as trsf. between &  

Examine the invertibility conditions (condition 1):

It does not satisfy , hence the transformation is not invertible.

11



14
Application 2:
Disformal trsf. with higher derivatives

Disformal trsf. with higher derivative terms

Dec. 7, 2021JGRG30:         Norihiro Tanahashi

12

where

Friedman metric

Apply to get

Can be regarded as trsf. between &  

[Alinea Minamitsuji

14
Application 2:
Disformal trsf. with higher derivatives

Disformal trsf. with higher derivative terms

13

where

Invertibility conditions Constraints on 

[Alinea Minamitsuji

Recently-proposed invertible disformal trsf. with higher derivatives

Our inv. conditions
(on FRW background)



14

Summary

Dec. 7, 2021

14

Transformation with derivatives 

is invertible iff satisfies

Can be used to
Judge invertibility of given trsf.
Construct invertible trsf. by solving the invertibility conditions
Study disformal transformations with higher derivatives

Generalizations to trsf. with metric:  
Construction of new scalar-tensor theories; 
generalizations of DHOST-type theories?

,,

14
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14

Invertibility conditions for 

16
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Sufficiency of the necessary conditions

Variation of the transformation eq. :

From this eq., a closed relation between and is obtained: 

14

Invertibility conditions for 

17
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Sufficiency of the necessary conditions

closed relation between and : 

For given , is uniquely fixed if

This condition is satisfied if are imposed.



14

Summary:
By solving the invertibility conditions for some ansatz,
the following invertible transformations are found.

1.

2.

is invertible iff ( )

One may further apply an invertible trsf. .

3.

is invertible iff

for some function , and  

One may further apply an invertible trsf. .

Application 1:
Constructing invertible transformations

Dec. 7, 2021JGRG30:         Norihiro Tanahashi
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Singularity Theorem for 
Non-singular Universe

Daisuke Yoshida (Kobe Univ.)

JGRG30  2021, Dec. 7

Based on: on-going work with Kimihiro Nomura

Summary of this talk

null energy condition
global hyperbolicity
trapped surface

+
completeness of all null geodesics

Cauchy surface must be compact.
Size of universe has an upper limit.

Non-singular FLRW universe is smaller than the corresponding closed de Sitter universe.

Purpose: to understand general property of non-singular universe
from the view point of singularity theorem

Motivations
Spacetime singularity can be regarded as an important hint to quantum gravity!

Singularity in the classical gravity is expected to be resolved by quantum gravity.
By understanding general property of non-singular universe directly,
we can approach a property of quantum gravity in a bottom-up way.



Singularity Theorems
Penrose (1965) Hawking (1967) Hawking & Penrose (1970)

Strong energy conditionnull energy condition

weaken the assumption of causal structure

Singularity theorem by Penrose

null energy condition

Contradictions!

Penrose (1965)

global hyperbolicity
with non-compact Cauchy surface

trapped surface

completeness of all null geodesics



Singularity theorem by Penrose

null energy condition

Penrose (1965)

global hyperbolicity

trapped surface

completeness of all null geodesics

Cauchy surface is compact!

Comments
The simplest example is closed de Sitter universe.

we need to assume all null geodesics are sufficiently long ( ).  
: minium value of the |expansion| on the trapped surface  

Detail of singularity theorem

null energy condition

Contradictions!

Penrose (1965)

global hyperbolicity
with non-compact Cauchy surface

trapped surface
completeness of all null geodesics

future trapped surface: 
2-dimensional compact surface where
both of outgoing and ingoing null geodesics have a negative expansion .

(past)

(positive)

past trapped surface
(e.g. outside of Hubble radius)

future trapped surface
(e.g. inside of a blackhole)

trapped surface

outgoing null geodesics

ingoing null geodesics

Physical length

tim
e



Detail of singularity theorem

null energy condition

Contradictions!

Penrose (1965)

global hyperbolicity
with non-compact Cauchy surface

trapped surface
completeness of all null geodesics

null energy condition + trapped surface 

Any point on can connect with T by a null geodesic without conjugate point. 

every null geodesics from with an affine parameter                 has a conjugate point. 

global hyperbolicity

Future trapped surface 

Conformal frame

Cauchy surface

chronological future of 

non-compact Cauchy surface compact Cauchy surface 

consistent if !

Conjugate point north pole

surface 

Null geodesics

conjugate point

null energy condition
global hyperbolicity
trapped surface
completeness of all null geodesics

Cauchy surface is compact.
Size of universe has an upper limit.

Implications of singularity theorem to non-singular universe

General Property of non-singular universe

consistent if !

completeness of all null geodesics

a null geodesic emitted from a null geodesic emitted from arrive at the conjugate point at  an affine length



Implication to flat FLRW Universe

Presence of past trapped surface:

expanding flat FLRW universe

Let us consider as the two-sphere defined by                              .  

,

Expansion for outgoing null geodesics

Expansion for ingoing null geodesics

positive if 
is a past trapped surface  if 

null geodesics starting from reach the conjugate point at or before                  .            
If universe is non-singular and satisfies the null energy condition,

( north pole of )

Example 1: de Sitter space
de Sitter space in flat chart:

de Sitter space satisfies all the assumptions:
null energy condition
global hyperbolicity
past trapped surface
past completeness of all null geodesics

past trapped surface

Our general discussion predicts 

By the direct calculations, we obtain

de Sitter space saturates the inequality! 

For non-de Sitter case, our inequality can be understood as                       .
Non-singular universe is smaller than the de Sitter space
that has the same scale factor and Hubble parameter at a trapped surface.  



past trapped surface

Example 2: flat non-singular bouncing

Coordinates singularity at 

check the asummptions:

The Penrose diagram of maximally extended spacetime:

As a non-trivial example let us consider a flat FLRW universe given by

D.Yoshida, J.Quintin (2017)

null energy condition
past trapped surface

Globally hyperbolic region

Our general discussion predicts 

we have checked this inequality analytically !

compact Cauchy surface

sufficiently long null geodesics

Conclusion

null energy condition
global hyperbolicity
trapped surface

+
completeness of null geodesics

Cauchy surface must be compact.
Size of universe has an upper limit.

For FLRW universe: 

Non-singular FLRW universe is smaller than the corresponding closed de Sitter universe.

We find a general property of non-singular universe:

:Affine length from the trapped surface to the conjugate point
:Initial expansion of the trapped surface 
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Katsuki Aoki, YITP

Positivity vs. Lorentz-violation

KA, S. Mukohyama, and R. Namba, JCAP 10 (2021) 079 [2107.01755].

JGRG30, 7th Dec. 2021

Usage of amplitudes

JGRG30, 7th Dec. 2021

Intuitive understanding

Positivity bounds: Adams, et al. 2006

Consistency conditions on IR from general properties of S-matrix

Poincare invariance, Unitarity, Causality, and Locality

Fundamental theory . Low-energy EFT .

*

Using the UV/IR relations, we may test underlying properties of UV.



Toward cosmology

JGRG30, 7th Dec. 2021

The spacetime symmetry is spontaneously broken in cosmology.
Relativity is one of the basis of the S-matrix theory.

Perhaps, we should first clarify UV/IR relations based on a concrete setup.

IR: k-essence (leading operator of EFT of inflation/dark energy)

UV: unknown

Partial UV: a non-linear sigma model

KA, S. Mukohyama, R. Namba, JCAP 10 (2021) 079 [2107.01755].
See, however, Baumann+2016 and Grall+2021 for instance

However, what we are interested in is EFT in cosmological backgrounds

Toward cosmology

JGRG30, 7th Dec. 2021

The way of the EFT reduction,
The difference from the Lorentz-invariant background, and
How the consistency conditions of the EFT reduction are seen in EFTs.

We would like to systematically understand

without relying on field-space, potential, and number of heavy fields.

Points:

1. Background dependence: validity of EFT depends on background.
2. (In)stability: EFT may accommodate instabilities in non-trivial background.



Background dependence and (in)stability

JGRG30, 7th Dec. 2021

The simplest example: U(1) scalar with renormalizable couplings

with

PotentialAngular 
momentum

No flat direction

The EFT is available iff has a non-vanishing gradient in this case.

Non-relativistic limit Gross-Pitaevskii Lagrangian

Relation to the previous variables:
If , we have a ghost in terms of , but no pathology.

Inputs at UV

JGRG30, 7th Dec. 2021

What are the consistency conditions for the EFT reduction?

The result is background dependent need to specify the background.

(Partial) UV theory light mode & heavy modes

Integrating out the UV modes (in classical sense) where
the initial conditions of UV modes must be determined by the IR mode.
We have to assume the no-ghost and no-tachyon conditions at UV.

= our consistency conditions for the EFT reduction

On the other hand, we do not impose stability conditions at IR.



Consistency conditions on EFT

JGRG30, 7th Dec. 2021

Spacelike background ( ) gives the simple result

whether or not there is an IR instability.

w/ IR instabilityw/o IR instability

Timelike background ( )

1. Null energy condition holds:

2. The sound speed is subluminal or imaginary:

Physically, the UV consistency requires

Phenomenological implications? No screening by nonlinear kinetic terms.

UV obstruction to screening

JGRG30, 7th Dec. 2021

The screening is a weak coupling

Perturbations propagate on the effective metric.

K-essence:

The local fifth force is weaker than the asymptotic one if

is the weak coupling (kinetic screening)

However, the UV consistency ( in spacelike background) requires

Local coupling is larger than asymptotic one: enhancing 5th force.
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propagation in 2-to-2 if interpreting as a state.

BG BG BG BG BG BG

Our result suggests this is still the case in order-unity symmetry-breaking.
Adams, et al. 2006

We could not find non-trivial conditions from 2-to-2 around 
at least in our discussions.

2-to-2 in higher-point in .
See, however, Baumann+2016 and Grall+2021 for instance

Propagation = two-point function

Summary

JGRG30, 7th Dec. 2021

Positivity bounds are very powerful in Poincare-invariant vacuum
while extending cosmological systems require more discussions.

We have studied the consistency conditions from a concrete UV setup.

Naïve expectation does not hold in unstable system,
but, there are still general conditions on propagations

Universal or model-dependent? Either is fine, we can test UV from IR.

4-pt around flat background

On the other hand, we do not find any general bounds on higher-orders.
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Geometrical Destabilization of 
Multi-Scalar-Gauge Inflation

Chong-Bin Chen ( )

Institute of Cosmophysics
Kobe University

for JGRG30 (2021/12/07)

with Jiro Soda

1. Non-linear Sigma Models

Inflation as a EFT

Standard Model + gravity break down 
at high energies 

Single-field inflation(QFT+GR) 
should be viewed as an effective 
field theory

Inflation?

E
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Higher dimensional operators
Become dominate in the UV

Effective action of the inflationary field 
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should be viewed as an effective 
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1. Non-linear Sigma Models

Inflation as a EFT

Standard Model + gravity break down 
at high energies 

Inflation?

E

Heavy d.o.f

Higher dimensional operators
Become dominate in the UV

UV IR
Integrate out 
heavy d.o.f

Effective action of the inflationary field 

E

Single-field inflation(QFT+GR) 
should be viewed as an effective 
field theory
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Non-linear Sigma Models

e.g. interaction

kinetic term of scalar fields becomes

at high energy scale 
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Geometry of scalar-field space
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1. Non-linear Sigma Models

Non-linear Sigma Models

e.g. interaction

kinetic term of scalar fields becomes

at high energy scale 

Geometry of scalar-field space

modification of the field space

Adiabatic perturbations will be coupled to entropic perturbations

Power spectrum will be different with the 
single-field inflation

Non-linear Sigma Models

2. Geometrical Destabilization

Effective mass of entropic perturbations

Linearized evolution equations of perturbations of scalar fields

S. Renaux-Petel and K. Turzy, 117, no.14, 141301 (2016)

where the effective mass matrix

Project to normalEvolution of the entropic perturbations

curvature scalar 

For geodesic evolution, 
i.e. slow-roll trajectory, 

Riemann tensor of field space

Inflation becomes instable at the early time !
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(Motivated by supergravity)

Isotropic configuration of        : 

Equation of motion: (prime: conformal time)

If  f  is a constant(flat geometry),       looks like an oscillator in a Minkowski space

We consider that  f  is a function of     (curved geometry) 
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Equation of motion: (prime: conformal time)
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2. Geometrical Destabilization by Gauge Fields

Curved gauge-field space

Geometry of gauge-field space

(Motivated by supergravity)

Isotropic configuration of        : 

Equation of motion: (prime: conformal time)

If  f  is a constant(flat geometry),       looks like an oscillator in a Minkowski space

We consider that  f  is a function of     (curved geometry) 

Perturbed gauge field , equation of motion of the perturbation      : 

      like a scalar 
field in inflation

Instability occurs if         becomes tachyonic:

x

y

z
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To generate scale invariant spectrum 

is massless mode
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2. Geometrical Destabilization by Gauge Fields

Does inflation end after destabilization? To a new inflationary vacuum!

(quadratic equation of        ) 

Solution of attractors

where

is determined by the field metric f

Anisotropic inflation

3. Dynamics of perturbations

Transient instability insider the horizon

is a parameter at the first order of s-l approximation

Quadratic action of perturbations in de Sitter space

Large electric field



3. Dynamics of perturbations

Transient instability insider the horizon

is a parameter at the first order of s-l approximation

Quadratic action of perturbations in de Sitter space

Perturbations become tachyonic when

inside the horizon

Perturbations exponentially grow before 
crossing the horizon

Larger    , instability starts earlier   

Large electric field

3. Dynamics of perturbations

Dynamics on large scale

Mode solution outside the horizon
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3. Dynamics of perturbations

Dynamics on large scale

Mode solution outside the horizon

c1 mode: growing mode (      is constant mode)

c3, c4 modes:    when                            , decay rapidly 

when             , decay slowly

is a constant mode

is not a constant mode

4. Summary

Geometrical destabilization of the slow roll inflation ubiquitously 
occurs in gauge field, if gauge fields are non-conformally coupled to 
inflationary models.

We found one kind of general solutions of attractor in multi-scalar-
gauge field inflation 

    The evolution of            is determined by the metric of field space.

The perturbations also have transient instability insider the horizon. 
Scalar modes for large enough electric field                  also can be 
constant modes.



4. Summary 

Thanks    
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